Clinicon SureGuide™ CO₂ Laser Fiber Delivery System

PRI is proud to introduce the SureGuide™ CO₂ Laser Fiber Delivery System, by Clinicon. This revolutionary system enables the use of CO₂ laser energy through the flexible and reusable SureGuide Fiber Cable, eliminating the necessity of a cumbersome articulating arm. The distal Fiber Cable attaches to the reusable SureGuide Universal HandPiece. A series of disposable EndoProbes™ and LaserProbes™ attach to the Universal HandPiece to deliver safe and efficient, char free laser energy with minimal thermal spread or collateral damage to critical structures such as nerves and vessels.

SureGuide probes offer precise cutting/vaporization and coagulation capabilities required by ENT surgeons for procedures such as tracheal papillomas, tracheal stenosis, laryngeal cysts, bronchial tumors and benign lesions.

SureGuide is the preferred tool of Neurosurgeons to treat soft tissue disorders including a variety of spinal, intracranial and pituitary tumors.

**SureGuide Advantages**

- Precision vaporization and coagulation using CO₂ fiber technology
- Promotes ‘ease of use’ by eliminating the articulating arm
- Cost-effective, reusable FiberCable and HandPiece
- Disposable pre-sterilized probes in multiple configurations
- Delivers > 30 watts of CO₂ energy to tissue
- No gas cooling of fiber required
- Non-contact vaporization with greater visualization
- Allows the surgeon increased tactile control
- Ease of use with minimal instrument exchange and less bleeding lead to decreased procedure time
- Clinicon SureLase CO₂ Laser - compact table top design with TEM00 beam profile

The Clinicon SureLase™ CO₂ Laser is the most powerful and reliable compact table top laser on the market today: with “Smart Electronics” for easy operation.

For more information on the SureGuide CO₂ Laser Delivery System or to inquire about a per-case rental, contact PRI Medical at: 800.660.6162